
WORLD VISION REPORT PITCH GUIDELINES
 
The best way to pitch to the World Vision Report is by email.
 
The program focuses on poverty and justice worldwide, with an emphasis on developing 
countries. That includes a wide variety of topics – among them human rights, refugee 
situations, immigration, social justice, environmental justice, the rights of women and 
children, and economic development.  We are also interested in stories that reveal what 
motivates people to do the work they do, overcome challenges and survive catastrophes. 
Most importantly, we want to tell the story from the point of view of ordinary people on 
the ground, through their personal stories, rather than hearing mainly from experts and 
spokesmen.
 
A good pitch for the World Vision Report would be a couple of succinct, vivid paragraphs 
that show your ability to write for radio as well as clear and creative thinking. We want 
to sense that you have a good grasp of the story even if you haven’t reported it yet, and 
that you can describe a story arc with possible scenes, sounds and characters. We realize 
your initial pitch may change once you actually go out and gather your tape, especially if 
you’re in a developing country where there are unexpected challenges, and we can 
adjust the pitch if needed. But having a strong initial presentation is key.
 
In addition to features, the show also carries shorter pieces with less conventional 
formats, including reporter notebooks, street vendor profiles, a traditional food segment 
and trackless children’s pieces. We consider pitches for those segments also.
 
If you’re pitching for the first time, it’s essential that you send a couple of audio samples 
of your work, preferably in-depth pieces that include plenty of natural sound.
 
I am happy to work with reporters on developing ideas for any segment on the show.
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